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Ht.

WE now mention some slight post-epilieptic actions, which are, we

suppose, cases of ideation rising into action-acted epileptic dreams.

The cases are recorded by Dr. Hughlings Jackson in a paper on Tempo-

rary Mental Disorder after Epileptic Paroxysm in the fifth volume of

Dr. Crichton Browne's West Riding AsylIum Reors A young patient,
besides slight epileptic seizures, had severe ones wvith tongue-biting.
We speak of his slight seizures. On one occasion, his mother said, he

had a fit at a place of worship during the sermon, and took "Off his

coat, "sitting like that till he recovered his senses". Another day, he

took off his boots in chapel.. Once, when seeking orders in a shop,
he had a fit and ran out suddenly, leaving his hat. A quarter of'an
hour later, he was found by his pursuers, to use his words, " asking
for my hat at all the shops". But, be it observed, hie had not re-

covered his senses, "nor did I until I got to the railway station ten

minutes after". Such actions were only important to the poor fellow

himself. After "losing himself", and when walking in that condi-

tion, lie has been knocked down by an omnibus, and once lie nearly
walked into the Thamnei. It is not of their importance, but of their

significance,. that we are now s'eaking. This patient made the

exceedingly valuable remark, that he was quite safe in these "1walking
attacks" if let alone. lIe was, after a fit, not himself, but nearly
enough his full self to act with some closeness of adjustment to his

then external circumstances -provided they wvere not suddenly varied

-if he were not interfered with so as to require a newv adjustment on

his part. Witness further the following'account of a seizure. "He

went into the back parlour, as he felt he was going to have a fit. His

mother followed him, and found he had taken a knife out of his

pocket and was grasping it, not by the handle, but by the blade. His

mother took it away, shut it up, and put it behind the bookcase. He

went to the bookcase, got it again, and then kept waving, it about;-

but it was now closed. His mother then got assistance, and the knife

was again taken from him."

Besides the degree of the fit, and besides the influence of surround-

ing circumstances, we have to inquire into (see "1On the Comparative

Study of Drunkenness") the "Inatural disposition" of the patient who

is suddenly "Ireduced" in an epileptic fit. just a~, under the influ-

ence of drink, a man')s "Inatural disposition" comes to the surface, so

will that of a patient in his post-epileptic automatism. Had the

patient whose case is under remark been as savage brute as some

men are, who, when overcome by drink,. smash their wives' faces and

trample on their bellies, hie might have stabbed his mother with the

knife. He often, after a fit, unbuttoned his waistcoat and trousers,

and did so once in the presence of four women-fortunately for him,

members of his own family. Hle was apparently an intelligent man;

and, as indirect evidence of this; it is mentioned that his father threat-

ened to turn him out of doors for not earning his living, although it

seemed plain by the poor fellow's account that he had tried hard to do

it. It is only necessary that he should be convicted of indecent expo-

sure, that he may have the full measure of the calamity to which, under

even the merciful laws of this country, an epileptic is liable. We
Most gladly admit that there is in England a desire on the part of
judges and juries to listen to all relevant facts tending to exculpate an
accused man. But what sort of medical facts are thought to be
relevant ?
We can relate a case still more striking. The patient was subject

both to slight and to severe seizures. All the details we give should
be considered. The case shows an exceedingly elaborate post-epileptic
action, its particular nature depending evidently on just prior circum-
stances. "My wife and her sister, .being present, had been talking
about supper, when it was agreed that my wife and I should have
some cold fowl, and the sister some cocoa if there were any fire. She
went into the kitchen to see, and reported that there was one. Soon
after, I began to feel chilly, after being so warm with gardening;
and I said I would go down to the fire. I did so; and, after standing
there a few minutes, I felt symptoms of an attack, and sat down, I
believe, on a chair against the wall; and here my recollection failed,
the next thing I was conscious of being the presence; of my brother and
mother (who had been sent for, as they lived opposite); and I have
since been informed by my sister-in-law that she came into the kitchen
and found me standing by the table mixing cocoa in a dirty gallipot
half-filled with bread and milk intended for the cat, and stirring the
mixture with a mustard-spoon, 'which I must have gone to the cufboard
to obtain."
We fear that about such cases the remark will be made by the

laity, that they have nothing to do with the matter in hand, the
actions not being of a criminal kind. Few people listen to an argu-
ment in which the nature of particular cases is inferred from what is
general to a number of cases superficially different from, although fun-
damentally like them. Attention is arrested by the superficial differ-
ence, and no further thought is given to the matter. The ignorant
gardener will not be troubled with any theories which are intended to
make him understand the mustard-plant better by considering it as
having the general characters of the cabbage-tribe-. His triumphant
reply is, "It is n't a cabbage at all". -Yet it is possible for us to
recognise the likeness of the cocoa-mixingr automatism to an outburst
of fury ending in murder, and at the same time to rate very highly
their unlikeness. The zoologist knows quite as well as the fisherman
that a whale is superficially like a fish, although hie declares that fun-
damnentally it is more like a dog. juries would listen patiently to anay
facts which would show that an epileptic may, when unconscious, vio-
lently assault a bystander; but would li'sten impatiently to arguments
founded on doings in cases where no crime was committed. It is a
common thing for attention to be arrested by superficial features in an
illustration, whilst the principle 'embodied is overlooked. A school-
master tried to teach his boys what faith was by an illustration. He
told them that, when they saw an apple on the table, it was not faith
to believe it to be there; but that it was faith to believe the apple to
be there still when he put a basin over it. "Now, then," he asked,
"what is faith ?" The prompt reply was, "An apple under abasin".
And thus, in the average intelligence, simply because it sees only
isolated details, and not the principle the order of these details illus-
trates, the feeling is aroused that, when a man is being tried for his
life, it is childish trifling to talk about cocoa, mustard-spoons, cat's
food, and gallipots. It may be admitted that there is something in
such -cases, but they must not be "1carried too far". As George Eliot
has said (we quote from memory), the average intelligence is ready to
admit that, under most circumstances, the radii of a circle tend to be
equal; but thinks that geometry may be carried too far. And so, whilst
admitting that there is a tendency in epileptics to act grotesquely when
unconscious, yet the principle founded on such actions, that an epi-
leptic just after. his paroxysm is irresponsible for what he does, is
"tcarrying the thing too far". Acceptance of this principle is not ex-
pected; but patient consideration of it is asked, and of the facts on
which it is founded. The popular view itself -is a general principle,
and many people's confidence in it is not owing to any sort of logical
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argument, but rests on that firm rock, " every common-sense person

admits it". A physician told us that he saw a poor woman steal
something in a shop; and, in his opinion, she did so unconsciously,
during or just after an epileptic seizure. He believed it would have
been of no use to try to convince the magistrate of her irresponsibility.
He did not attend to give evidence; the poor wretch was sent to
prison. But, saying nothing on another aspect of his conduct, we think
he acted unscientifically. The declaration of his opinion might have
been of no immediate use in this one case. The magistrate, however
just and merciful, would have taken the "common-sense" view, no

doubt. Kleptomania is a joke to most of the laity, and epileptic
kleptomania is carrying a joke too far. But we cannot hope that the
" every common-sense person thinks so" argument will ever be over-

come, except by stroke upon stroke by sincere men who from hard
work have acquired special knowledge. We certainly must withstand,
at any rate, that section of the public which makes positive virtues out
of its negations, which goes by a few facts sticking together by their
superficial resemblance, because systematic thinking about complex
things is impossible to them. Above all, we must fight those who
ruthlessly carry their opinions, founded on superficial thinking about
crime, to their logical conclusions. It is a very common thing for
inferior men to brag of strength of character, when they only show a

want of finer feelings: the kind of people with whom "the lack of
grave emotion passes for wit".

Let us return to the trumpery case of cocoa-mixing automatism.
We submit that such a case is most valuable; for, with a different
temperament or with a change of circumstances, a "crime" might
have been committed. Had the patient been of the wife-beating
order, he would, when "reduced", more likely have assaulted his
sister-in-law than have mixed cocoa for her. It would have been
no more purposive-like had he gone to another room for a poker,
than going to the cupboard fQr the mustard-spoon was. It is certain
that the nature of elaborate mental automatism after a fit depends
partly on just preceding circumstances, as well as on environing cir-
cumstances. Had he been reading of burglary, his foolish epileptic
"dreams" might have ended, not simply in deep sadness and in
mental pain to him and his friends, but in weighting him still further
with undeserved misery. There are few things more touching than
the simple expression of an epileptic, " If I could only get rid of
these fits !" It rouses one's indignation that these calamitous persons
should be occasionally treated as criminals.
The reader, who may, perhaps, admit the value of the above related

case as illustrating a general principle, may object to the " ifs" in our

comments on it. Let us note another case bearing more directly. A
woman aged 35 was admitted under Mr. Rivington's care into the
London Hospital for a wound in the arm. She had cut herself with a

bread-knife in the elbow-flexure, opening the joint. She lost much
blood, and yet escaped with her life; but the limb was afterwards use-

less. She had committed the crime of self-mutilation. This woman
had had fits with loss of consciousness and convulsion, and fits without
convulsion. She was also subject to numerous fainting fits, as she

called them. She would "do strange things; would turn the house

upside down; would pull the beds to pieces, and then wonder after-

wards who could have been doing it". Here, then, is evidence that

she acted automatically when unconscious. Now for the " crime" of

self-mutilation. She was about to cut bread for her children when
taken ill. She sent her children out of the room, and soon afterwards

was found lying in a pool of blood. Was it not much of a chance that

she had not cut her child's throat instead of her own arm? She

was about to cut bread at the time, and thus had the knife in her hand,
or, so to speak, in her thoughts. What would have become of her

had she killed her son ? She had carefully concealed the fact that she

was subject to fits. Although ill that day, she had been well enough
to go to a. doctor. Her kind of mental state after -the occurrence

would have been prejudicial to her: she accused others of having
injured her, and might have said others had cut her children's throats.

What relevance would the pulling beds to pieces have been thought
to have to throat-cutting ? There was, to help out her case, some taint
of insanity in her family. But, when a fearful outrage has been com-

mitted, the laity do not listen calmly to statements ahout the criminal's
grandmother.

Let us remark that the terms "conscious" and "mental auto-
matism" may not be used in this article with full accuracy. It is too
difficult a task, in a short article written for a particular practical pur-
pose, to harmonise psychology, anatomy and physiology of the nervous
system, and clinical medicine. The writer's view of the relation of
psychical states to nervous states may be gathered from his saying that
he adopts the part of Mr. G. H. Lewes's philosophy which is, that a
"sensibility" attends activity of all nervous centres. It would, how-
ever, require a longer article than space allows to give Lewes's views
their proper application to the cases here considered.

CEREBRAL LOCALISATION.
AT a recent meeting of the Societe Anatomnique of Paris, M. Martin
showed a case in which, during life, there had been paralysis of the
left arm and of the corresponding side of the face. The President of
the Society, M. Charcot, made at the Society some perpendicular sec-
tions at the level of the ramollisserment, and it could be seen that the
softening extended, at the expense of the white subcortical substance,
to the extent and depth of about one centimdtre; but the central nuclei
were absolutely intact. M. Charcot observed that it appears, accord-
ing to observations, not as yet very numerous, that circumscribed
lesions of the superior parts of the frontal and ascending parietal con-

volutions give rise to paralysis of the limbs without facial paralysis; it
seems that the lower parts must be compromised to give rise to a facial
paralysis. Brachial monoplegia seems to correspond to the lesions of
the median part of the ascending frontal convolution. M. Landouzy
said that in tubercular meningitis, where the meningeal exudations and
encephalitis are produced from below upwards, the paralysis attacks
always the face. M. Pitres added that in certain cases of cortical cere-

bral lesions aphasia exists alone, but that, when circumscribed paralysis
is associated with the aphasia, it is always a facial paralysis. M. Pitres
at the same meeting reported on a cerebral tumour which had during
life given rise to brachial monoplegia with facial paralysis, and which,
at the necropsy, was recognised as having its seat in the median part of
the ascending frontal convolution. The question was to determine
whether the lower part of the convolution was not interested, some facts
seeming to indicate that this region comprises the motor centre of the
arm, and especially of the face. A section showed that the tumour
penetrated to a certain depth in the centrum ovale, and that a zone of
softening extended to the vicinity of the fissure of Sylvius. This
secondary lesion had probably the greatest part in the production of
the facial hemiplegia, by destroying the tract of the motor filaments which
terminate in the lower part of the median convolutions. In one of the
three observations of Hughlings Jackson relating to brachial mono-
plegia, the necropsy showed a tumour trending on the centrum ovale at
the level of the fibres which pass to the portions of the cortex which
appear in relation with the movements of the face and the arm.
To understand the full value of these observations, and indeed to

carry on the study of this, which is perhaps the most rapidly progress-
ing part of the science of medicine, it is necessary fully to have mastered
the researches of Ferrier, detailed in his recent great work on Localisa-
tion of the Functions of the Brain. Up to the present time, that splen-
did monograph, which deals with a subject lying at the base of the
clinical study of diseases of the nervous system, has been more fruitful
of results in the hands of foreign than of British physicians. Ferrier
and Hughlings Jackson have furnished the bases for a new departure in
the study of cerebral disease, but their works have hardly yet filtered
into the minds of our working practitioners and clinicians; abroad,
on the other hand, their results are being absorbed and applied at the
bedside and in the deadhouse with the greatest activity. In France
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especially, Charcot and the whole school of young physicians whom he
inspires, are daily adding new series of facts to complete the study of
cerebral localisations. No meeting of the Societe Anatomique passes
without fresh presentations of anatomical pieces and of cases tending to
elucidate the subject; and thus far the observations of the bedside and
the verifications of the post miortemn room have afforded a remarkable
number of examples confirming the data and conclusions of Ferrier.
We hardly remember to have seen the subject touched at our Patho-
logical Society. We recommend it, however, to our young hospital
workers, and indeed to every practitioner, as a subject in which every
one has it in his power to add to our knowledge facts which, if care-
fully observed and accurately investigated, will go to the building up
of a new and more accurate perception of the pathology of cerebral
disease than has yet existed. We are a little jealous of the apathy
with which British observers regard the fundamental labours of two
English physicians who are doing much to lay the foundations of a new
cerebral pathology, and whose labours are being rapidly appropriated
and built upon by foreign physicians.

THE ADULTERATION ACT: CHROMATE OF LEAD IN
FOOD.

Is chromate of lead, used as a colouring for food, a noxious substance
per se, or does its noxiousness depend only on quantity? The Man-
chester magistrates have decided this question without resorting to any
hair-splitting subtleties. In two cases brought before them last week,
it was proved that certain articles of confectionery which owed their
yellow colour to chromate of lead, had been sold by the defendants.
One ounce of the sweets contained in one case one-fifth of a grain of
yellow chromate of lead, and in the other two-fifths of a grain. There
was medical evidence that this mineral substance was injurious to health,
even in such small quantities as those above mentioned, and that the
effects were accumulative. It was not urged in defence, as in the " green
peas" case, that small quantities of the mineral could produce no injuri-
ous effects, or that it operated beneficially as a medicine ! It was
simply pleaded that defendants were not-aware of the noxious nature
of chrome-yellow. Each was fined £5 and costs.

In a third case, a provision-dealer at Liverpool was charged before
the Police-court with selling a ham called "sugar-cured American),
coated with a composition containing chromate of lead. The motive
for covering the ham with this strange composition was to keep off flies
and insects generally ! Dr. Campbell Brown stated that the chrome-
yellow was injurious to health; and, although the colour was not in-
corporated with the food, yet, in cutting the ham, a portion of the
mineral might drop into it, and thus impregnate it with mineral poison.
On the part of the defence, it was suggested that the colouring must be
mixed with the article of food in substance, in order to bring it
within the meaning of the third clause of the Act. Here it was put
on the cover or outside. The magistrate admitted the objection and
dismissed the case. Provisions might be thus legally preserved from
flies and insects by enclosing them in a cover containing Scheele's
green; and although a dangerous process, if this decision be correct, it
would not be considered to be an adulteration of food as defined by the
statute.

THE A4lgemeine AMedicinische Centiral-Zeitung reports the death, at
the village of AMarkowice, near Inowrazlaw, of a woman aged 105.
She attended church three days before her death.

AT a special meeting of the Oxford Town Council on Wednesday
morning, Mr. E. L. Hussey, surgeon, of that city, was unanimously
elected coroner, in the place of Mr. W. Brunner, deceased.

THE St. Petersburg Medical Gazette states that, in a village in the
Government of Novgorod, a woman aged 20, a primipara, was deli-
vered of a healthy full-grown female child on January 30th, and three

F.R.C.S. BY EXAMINATION.
WE print in another column a letter from Professor Ilumphry, in
which he explains and comments on the proposed changes in the mode
of admission to the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons of
England. His letter will-or, at least, ought to-do much to remove
a great deal of misapprehension. It shows plainly that the object has
been, not in any way to lower the standard for the Fellowship, but,
while still demanding proof of the possession of advanced practical
and scientific knowledge, to render it more accessible to the younger
members, by mitigating some of the regulations as to the place where
and the manner in which thev have obtained such knowledge. There
must be not a few young men who cannot continue to attend the
medical schools and hospitals after they have obtained their member.
ship, but who would prove themselves well worthy of the Fellowship,
if they were allowed to obtain the necessary knowledge in a less re-
stricted manner than under the present regulations. Another point
touched on by Dr. Humphry is well worth consideration: namely,
that, under the present system, there is danger of a serious diminution
in the ranks of the Fellowship, unless means be taken to recruit it
more liberally. In again commending Dr. Humphry's letter to the
consideration of both Fellows and members of the College, we have
only to add that we should emphatically disapprove of any attempt to
depreciate the amount of knowledge required for the Fellowship, the
possession of which ought to be the index of an extensive acquaintance
with all that pertains to surgery as a science and an art.

THE MILITIA SURGEONS.
THE Secretary for War has consented to receive a deputation respect-
ing the grievances of the militia surgeons on Monday, the 23rd instant.
A series of resolutions on the subject have been passed by the Reading
Branch, which will be found at page 437.

THE SPREAD OF SMALL-POX.
DURING the present small-pox epidemic, it has -been by no means un-
usual to see, in the daily papers, paragraphs which detail more or less
sensational methods by which the people may become affected by the
disease. Amongst others, is one relating to small-pox at the House of
Correction in Coldbath Fields. In this case, a prisoner died of small-
pox, and an inquest was held by Dr. Hardwicke. It transpired
during the inquiry that " the warders who went to their families out-
side always washed themselves and put on fresh clothes before doing
so". The intelligent jury are reported to have said that "the men
should not leave the prison whilst the disease lasted. It was a ques-
tion if changing of the clothes was sufficient." We can only suggest
that the public have a remedy in their hands. If they only used
existing means for the isolation of small-pox patients, we should not
hear of nearly fifty per cent. of the deaths from this disease in London
occurring in private dwellings. If patients be sent to a small-pox hos-
pital, say, of -two hundred beds, where visitors are allowed only to
such patients as are dangerously ill, not more than twenty-five visitors
would be admitted daily; whereas, if the two hundred patients be
treated in their own homes, it has been.calculated that they would
receive at least six visitors each-in all, one thousand two hundred
persons-who would convey the disease, provided that third parties
are ever able to do this. But there is a want of satisfactory evidence
to show that infectious diseases are conveyed by healthy subjects from
a diseased one to persons in sound health. This does not imply that
people visiting an infectious patient will not contract the disease from
which that patient suffers, and in this way contribute largely to the
spread of the epidemic. Considering that visitors to a sick person in
a private house do not take any steps to disinfect themselves before
they go into the open street, we think it hard that the attendants on

patients suffering from infectious diseases should, after taking all due
precautions, be debarred from taking that exercise in the open air

-. - -__ .!. _ '---I '-k- I-; ...-utn. {Cdays later of a healthy male. In the interval, she had performed her which is necessary for their neaitn, and snouid be kept in wnat iS
household duties. I practically close confinement. If this process of insulation of persons
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liable, according to general opinion, to convey disease between a sick
person and a sound one be carried out, medical practice in any town
where an epidemic is raging must cease, since it will be impossible for
a practitioner to see any case of infectious disease if he intend to visit
other patients.

IrHE PRINCE OF WALES.
WE are pleased to learn, as the result of our latest inquiries, that the
Prince of Wales has been progressing uninterruptedly well during the
past week. The abscess from which His Royal Highness has been
suffering is rapidly filling up, under the influence of perfect rest; and
there has been no drawback whatever to recovery. It is the opinion
of the Prince's medical advisers that His Royal Highness will be able
to undertake his contemplated journey to the Mediterranean early next
week.

ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL.
THE summer session of the Army Medical School at Netley was
-opened on Monday, the 2nd instant. The introductory address was
delivered by Inspector-General Macdonald, R.N., F.R.S., the Pro-
fessor of Naval Hygiene; the chief subject of his address being the
present state of knowledge regarding the ingredients of the air and water
contained in the surface-soil of the earth at various depths and in dif-
ferent places, and their influence on health. The printed list showed
that there were seventeen candidates for commissions in the army me-
dical service, twenty-seven for the Indian, and thirteen for the naval
medical service attending the school, together with a surgeon-major of
the Bengal medical service. The lecture-theatre was well filled. In
addition to the candidates who had recently arrived, the opening was
attended by the military and naval staffs of the hospital, and by a num-
ber of visitors. Among the latter were Tnspector-General Dr. Smart,
C.B., the principal medical officer and director of the Naval Hospital
at Haslar, and Surgeon-General Bowen, principal medical officer of
the southern district. Conspicuous among the candidates for com-
missions were five natives of India; and it is certainly a very notice-
able fact, that these gentlemen should be able, in another country so
different in every respect from their own, to distance a number of
rivals in open competition as they have succeeded in doing. Among
the fifty surgeons who competed in London for the twenty-seven Indian
appointments offered, these natives not only gained a position above
the twenty-three Europeans who failed to come within the fortunate
number, but took fair places in the successful list. The fact affords a
sufficient proof that the natives of India are not wanting in ability or
industry as regards scientific pursuits, any more than they are well
known to be in respect to handicrafts of all kinds.

LEPROSY.
MR. PLANCK, Sanitary Commissioner of the North-West Provinces,
in a report on leprosy addressed to the Government of India, gives
statistics founded on the histories of one thousand five hundred and
thirty-one- lepers. It appears from this report that local conditions
have no influence as a cause of the disease, the places where first
attacks occur being spread over the country. "It is a disease speci-
ally of men as distinguished from women, is not peculiar to persons of
any employment or religion, with the possible exception that persons
of sedentary habits are prone to suffer. It affects in about equal pro-
portions the well-to-do and the poor." Mr. Planck considers that his
statistics warrant the conclusion that lepers, or those who are to suffer
leprosy, are as prolific as mankind in general and live as long. It is
so very little contagious that, in eight hundred and fifty-five cases of
cohabitation in which one of the persons was a leper, the other be-
came affected in only one per cent. This proportion even may be
reduced by making allowance for a possible hereditary tendency. A
case, however, is given in which an Europeah officer contracted the
disease from a leprous woman with whom be cohabited. Leprosy
is essentially a hereditary disease. Mr. Planck does not believe
that any measure of sequestration of lepers, with a view to the

eradication of the disease, is likely to attain its objects in that
part of India ; seeing that, in the great majority of cases, the
disease has been transmitted to the coming generation before any
accurate knowledge of its existence in men now living can be attained
to. It is not to be supposed possible to sequestrate an apparently
healthy man becausd his grandfather or father had been a leper.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE CHEST,
13ROMPTON.

-WE understand that a change in the system of nursing in this hospital,
which has been strongly urged by the physicians, is likely to be shortly
carried out. A joint Subcommittee, formed from members of
the General and of the Medical Committees, is to be appointed
to investigate this important part of hospital administration and to
recommend the necessary reforms. We sincerely hope that this may
remove the causes of discontent, which have led to frequent changes
of nurses during the past twelve months.

EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN.
THE new building at Shadwell is now finished, and is being furnished,
previous to the formal opening, which is advertised for this month or
the early part of next, H. R. H. the Duchess of Teck having graciously
promised to perform the ceremony. The building is light, airy, and
well adapted for the work to be carried on in it. Three large wards,
and smaller ones for cases requiring isolation, afford ample space for
sixty-four beds and cots. The out-patient department is adjoining the
main building, but completely divided off from it. Arrangements for
the proper and efficient conduct of the medical work appear to have
been carefully considered; and it is hoped that funds may soon be
raised to complete the design of the building by throwing out another
wing, and thus raise the total accommodation to one hundred beds.
The hospital is a few minutes' walk from the Shadwell Station on the
East London and Great Eastern Lines, and it is hoped that a large
number of friends of the institution wvill attend the opening ceremony.

OPHTHALMIA IN THE BIIRMINGHAM WORKIIOUSE.
IT would seem that the guardians at Birmingham are rather behind-
hand in dealing with ophthalmia, if a report which has reached us be
accurate. It is stated that not only have the cases of this disease in
the workhouse been for some time past numerous, but thbt within the
last year or two several eyes have been quite destroyed by it: a result
showing, probably, that the type of the disease has been severe. The
persistence of ophthalmia as a common complaint in large institutions
always points to evils which are to a great extent preventable, and, in
our present state of civilisation, ought to be prevented; and the authori-
ties at Birmingham will, we think, do well to ascertain, by the aid of
special advice, whether some avoidable causes of the disease are not
at the present time acting with full force in their establishment.

THE HEALTH OF LONDON.
LAST week, 2,429 births and 2,052 deaths were registered in London.
Allowing for increase of population, the births were 13 below,
whereas the deaths exceeded by 353, the average numbers in the cor-
responding week of the last ten years. The annual death-rate from
all causes, which had been equal to 26.6 per I,ooo in each of the two
previous weeks, rose last week to 30.3. During the four weeks ended
the 3rd of March the death-rate averaged only 22. 1 per i,ooo, whereas
in the four following weeks ended last Saturday, the rate rose to 27.5.
The increase in the male death-rate was equal to 27, while in the
female rate it was 2i per cent. The largest excess occurred among
children aged between one and five years, among whom it was equal
to 36 per cent., and was due in some measure to the greater fatality
of measles. The 2,052 deaths included 86 from small-pox, 53 from
measles, 27 from scarlet fever, 8 from diphtheria, 48 from whooping-
cough, 14 from different forms of fever, and 7 from diarrhoea; thus,
to the seven principal diseases of the zymotic class, 243 deaths were
referred, against 231 and 20I in the two preceding weeks, being equal

I
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to an annual rate 3.6 per i,ooo. The 53 fatal cases of measles ex-

ceeded the numbers in recent weeks, and were x6 above the corrected
weekly average. The 48 deaths from whooping-cough showed a

further increase upon the numbers in recent weeks, although they
were considerably below the corrected average. The deaths from
small-pox, whlch had been xoo and 76 in the two preceding weeks,

rose again to 86 last week; 39 were certified as unvaccinated, I5 as

vaccinated, and 32 were "not stated" as to vaccination. Of the 86,
36 were recorded in the Metropolitan Asylum Hospitals, 3 in the High-
gate Small-Pox Hospital, and i each in the Pancras Hospital and
the House of Correction; the remaining 45 cases occurred in private

dwellings. The fatality of the disease continues greatest in East

Lofidon. The Metropolitan Asylum District Hospital contained 993

small-pox patients on Saturday last, including 52 convalescents at

Limehouse; the numbers at the end of the five previous weeks had

ranged from 898 to 952. The deaths referred to diseases of the re-

spiratory organs, which in the five previous weeks had steadily in-

creased from 303 to 575, further rose last week to 645, which exceeded

the corrected weekly average by 231 i 427 resulted from bronchitis,

and 152 from pneumonia. In greater London, 2,932 births and 2,420

deaths were registered, equal to annual rates of 35.o and 28.9 per

I,ooo of the population. The fatal cases of small-pox in the outer

ring, which had been 14 and 7 in the two preceding weeks, rose again

to lO last week. The duration of registered sunshine in the week was

24.8 hours, out of 88.4 hours during which the sun was above the

horizon.

THE ARCTIC EXPEDITION.

WE notice with great pleasure that the promotion of Dr. Colan as

Deputy Inspector General of Hospitals is gazetted. Dr. Colan's ser-

vices as senior medical officer of the recent Arctic Expedition were of

the most severe character, uniting extreme fatigue and mental anxiety

owing to the severe outbreak of scurvy in addition to the necessary

hardships of an Arctic expedition. His duties were performed in an

exemplary manner, and the result of the recent inquiry has amply

exonerated him from any responsibility in respect to the sufferings of

the sledge-parties from scurvy, since the lime-juice wvas omitted in the

face of his personal remonstrance, as well as in defiance of the ori-

ginal written instructions of Sir A. Armstrong. The delay in pro-

moting Dr. Colan has been misinterpreted; it was not clue to any want

of recognition of his services, but, as we explained at the time, to the

fact that there was no vacancy in the rank to which his promoti on

must be made.

SUICIDE OF A PHYSICIAN.

THE Levant Herald states that Dr. Naranzi, a well-known physician

in Pera, and Secretary to the Superior Council of Health, has com-

mitted suicide. On returning from a walk, he proceeded to his room,

where his servant afterwards found him dead, with a small pocket-

pistol by his side, which he had evidenaly placed in his mouth and dis-

charged. The report of the pistol had not been heard. No paper of

any kind was found disclosing his motive for this act. Dr. Naranzi had

been sent by the Turkish government on some important sanitary

missions to Bagdad and elsewhere relative to cholera and other epi-

demics, and his reports on the results of his inquiries were considered

valuable contributions to this branch of medical science. He belonged

to a Greek family, and was born in the island of Zante, but had long

been resident in Constantinople.

GOETHE ON MEDICAL STUDENTS.

AT Strassburg (says Goethe in his work Aus meinem Leben, Book

ix), the greater part of my associates at meals were medical stu-

dents. These, as is known, are the only students who instruct

themselves with energy concerning their science and profession beyond

the usual hours of study. This lies in the nature of the case. The

objects of their labours require the greatest thought and are of the high-

est kind; they are at once the most simple and the most complex.

Medicine concerns the whole human race, because the whole human
race are concerned with it. All that the youth learns points directly
to a weighty, indeed dangerous, but in many senses a remunerative

profession. He throws himself, therefore, with passion to find out what
is to learn and what to practise, in part because the things themselves
interest him, and in part because of the pleasant prospect of independ-
ence and riches which is opened to him.

BROCA' S STEREOGRAPH.

THIS very ingenious and beautiful instrument for taking mathematic-

ally accurate drawings of human crania, constructed by Mathieu, the
well known surgical instrument-maker of Paris, has lately been pre-
sented to the Royal College of Surgeons of England by the President,
Mr. Prescott Hewett. It was exhibited, and its use demonstrated, by
Professor Flower, at his most interesting concluding lecture on the

Comparative Anatomy of Man on Wednesday last.

SCOTLAND.
IT is reported that Dr. J. W. H. Traill has been appointed to fill

the Chair of Botany in the University of Aberdeen. There were

several candidates.

THE managers of the Aberdeen Hospital for Incurables have deter-
mined to take down one wing of the building and to build a larger and
more commodious one in its stead. While this is being done, the

patients are to be removed to a house adjoining the hospital.
ThE following statement has been signed by upwards of nine hun-

dred students of the University of Glasgow. " The undersigned stu-

dents of the University of Glasgow hereby declare that they would see

with pleasure Mr. Gladstone's election to the office of Lord Rector,
and that they will do all in their power to further his return."

THE EDINBURGH MEDICAL SCHOOL.
THE winter session of the Edinburgh Medical School came to an end
last week; the University classes closing on the 29th, and those of the
extramural lecturers on the 28th ult. The classes in both parts of the
school have been larger than usual. The University class of anatomy
was, we believe, considerably the largest there has ever been. These

large classes seem likely to continue, as we understand that the number
of candidates for the preliminary examination at the University has

again exceeded those of previous years. The classes begin again on

May ist, when two new lecturers are to be added to the extramural
school; Dr. Croom commencing a course of midwifery, and Dr. W.
Allan Jamieson a course on diseases of the skin. This latter supplies a

want which has long been felt in the instruction of this school, where
there has been hitherto, of late years at all events, no course on der-
matology.

SANITARY PROSECUTIONS IN GLASGOW.

THE Glasgow sanitary authorities continue to exercise a healthy vigi-
lance over adulterations and to prosecute offending tradesmen. Last

week, several cases were tried in which butter was adulterated. It
was found in more than one of these that the compound contained over

seventy per cent. of foreign fats, and consequently less than thirty per
cent. of the proper fat of butter. In every case but one, a conviction
was obtained and a fine inflicted.

ST. ANDREW'S UNIVERSITY.

AT a meeting of the Council' on the 29th ult., the Principal read the
following communication from the University Court. " i6th March,
x877. At a meeting of the Court of the University of St. Andrew's
University (the Rector in the chair), inter alia, the University Court,
in consideration of the resolution-adopted on the 13th October, i869i, to

place the Chemistry chair in the curriculum of Arts, originally brought
before them on representation from' the General Council, as contained
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in the minute of the Court of i3th January, i868, agreed, before con-

sidering any new proposals fdr the readjustment of the curriculum, to
submit the question of the position of the Chemistry chair in the curri-
culum to the consideration of the University Council, and to intimate
at the same time to the Council that the subject had been brought
anew under the attention of the Court by a formal communication from
the Senatus, and by a petition signed by ninety-eight students praying
for the removal of the Chemistry chair from the curriculum of Arts."
After some discussion, it was agreed to refer the matter to a Commit-
tee, who should report to the next meeting.

HEALTH OF LEITH.

THE deaths for the last quarter, ending March 31st, were 292, or equi-
valent to an annual mortality of 17 per I,ooo; 123 of these were of
persons under five years of age. Zymotic diseases caused 22 deaths,
of which Ir were due to whooping-cough. The births for the quarter
numbered 56i; 21 of the births were illegitimate.

IRELAND.
MR. MOFFETT, who had filled the office of Vice-President of

Queen's College, Galway, has been appointed President, in the room

of the late Mr. Berwick.

THE deaths registered in Dublin during the week ending March
24th were equal to a mortality of 40.3 in every i,ooo of the popula-
tion. The principal reason for this high death-rate was owing to the
extreme coldness of the week, the mean temperature (37.8 deg.) being
5.4 deg. less than the average for the corresponding week of the ten
years 1867-76. As a consequence, pulmonary affections were unusu-
ally numerous, sixty-six deaths having been caused by bronchitis alone.

MAIN DRAINAGE OF DUBLIN.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Corporation of Dublin was held last week,
to consider the main drainage of the city in relation to the Bill now
passing through Parliament for the drainage of Rathmines and Pem-
broke townships, when it was resolved to appoint a Subcommittee to
communicate with the Rathmines and Pembroke Commissioners and
the Port and Docks Board, and all other authorities interested in the
scheme, to ascertain whether any just arrangement could be entered
into so as to utilise the Rathmines and Pembroke scheme,. and to
report to the Council as soon as possible.

NATIONAL EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY, DUBLIN.
A VALITABLE and interesting report for the past year has lately been
compiled by the medical officers of this institution, Messrs. Swanzy
and Fitzgerald. During i876, the eye-operations performed at the
Infirmary numbered seventy-nine, which included eighteen cases of
cataract-extraction by Giife's method, the results being satisfactory,
sixteen of the cases operated on obtaining useful vision. A slight
change has lately been made in the after-treatment of extraction-cases;
viz., the instillation of atropia either on the evening of the operation-
day or, at all events, on the day foll6wing, should there be reason to
believe that any of the cortical substance was left behind and causing
irritation. The operation devised by Dr. Berlin for entropium and
trichiasis (described in the JOURNAL -Of last year) was performed
eleven times, and with marked success. The authors of the report
consider it the most effectual method of dealing with the curvature of
the tarsal cartilage consequent on old chronic granular ophthalmia, so
often seen in patients in this country. Several cases of amblyopia
treated by inhalations of nitrite of amyl are detailed, the results being
satisfactory. This method has been recommended by Dr. Steinheim
of Bielefeld; and, as regards the modus operandi of the treatment, it is
suggested that, as the physiological effect of an. inhalation of nitrite of
amyl is to paralyse the vaso-motor nerves of the head and neck, it is
probable that the immediate cause of the improvement in vision is the

increased supply of blood to the impoverished nerve-centres caused by
dilatation of the capillaries. The ear-affections treated during the
twelve months amounted to two hundred and fifty-two.

HEALTH OF BELFAST FOR I876.
THE report of Dr. Browne, consulting sanitary officer of the borough,
presented last Monday to the Town Council, states that the present
population of Belfast is 210,31I, and that the births registered during
the year amounted to 6,9oo, and the deaths to 4,483. Zymotic diseases
caused 533 deaths, showing a mortality of 12.33 per cent. of the total
deaths, as against 20.6 in the preceding year. Although 15 cases of
small-pox occurred, yet no death took place, and there was a consider-
able decrease in the mortality of all zymotic affections, with the excep-
tion of whooping-cough, which was unusually prevalent. As regards
the water-supply, Dr. Hodges reports that it compares favourably with
the average composition of unpolluted water supplied to towns generally;
an opinion which we believe to be too favourable, an improvement in
this necessity of life being urgently required for the citizens of Belfast.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
AT the examination, held last week at the College of Physicians, for
the qualification of Pharmaceutical Chemist, fourteen out- of twenty-
seven candidates were rejected. At a preliminary examination, which
took place on the 2nd instant, one candidate only out of fourteen failed.
The members of this Society have instituted evening meetings, which,
owing to the energy of the honorary secretary, Professor Tichborne,
promise to be very successful. The third of these meetings was held
on the 3rd instant, when several interesting communications were made
to the Society.

HOSPITAL FOR INCURABLES, DUBLIN.

THE election of a Physician to this Institution, in the room of the late
Dr. Perceval, took place at the Hospital on Tuesday morning last,
the 3rd instant. Mr. Edward Peele, one of the medical officers of the
South Dublin Dispensary District and a Demonstrator of Anatomy in
the School of the Royal College of Surgeons, was elected. Six candi-
dates came to the poll. Among the unsuccessful ones were three
Hospital Physicians-Drs. Finny, Grimshaw, and Duffey-all Doctors
of Medicine of the University of Dublin and Fellows of the King and
Queen's College of Physicians, of high professional standing. A fourth
candidate was an Hospital Surgeon; and a fifth, another well-known

dispensary medical officer. The proceedings connected with the elec-
tion have, unfortunately, given rise to a great deal of comment, and are

such as are liable to injure the well-being of a most deserving charity.
The electors on this occasion were the Patrons of the Hospital and a

Managing Committee composed of forty Governors. Although the
election was publicly advertised for the 3rd instant, a preliminary meet-

ing of this body was held on the 3ISt ultimo, to make arrangements
for the election. At this meeting, it was agreed that no gentleman
having less than five years' professional experience should be eligible;
and the number of applicants for the appointment was, upon a division,
reduced to three. Several members of the Committee not being satis-
fied with this highly irregular proceeding, which was manifestly illegal
and ultra vires, the election, on the 3rd as advertised, was again thrown
open to all the eligible candidates. The result we have already given.
Previously to the voting, the Board exempted the gentleman subse-
quently elected from the five years' restriction, as before adopted, by
which one of the original candidates was excluded from competing.
Mr. Peele is a Licentiate of the King and Queen's College of Physi-
cians and of the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, and will not have
been five years in practice until November next. The emoluments of
the post have been fixed at sixty guineas per annum.

MR. E. G. RUDGE of Abbey Manor has very generously given a

site for the proposed Cottage Hospital at Evesham, on a long lease, at
a nominal rent of ,CI per annum. As groand is very valuable in that

. locality, the gift is highly appreciated.
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MILITIA SURGEONS.

AT a meeting of the Reading Branch of the British Medical Associ a-

tion held on April 2nd, i877, a statement of the grievances of militia
surgeons having been read and considered, the following resolutions
were adopted.

"That, in consequence of militia surgeons who have served under
the late Act of Parliament being deprived of nearly the whole of their
incomes by the Royal Warrant, dated War Office, July i9th, i876, the
Reading Branch of the British Medical Association is of opinion that
certain measures should be adopted whereby adequate compensation
mav be awarded them."

"That the honorary secretary be requested to call the attention of
the members of Parliament of this district to the conditions of the
Royal Warrant dated War Office, July i9th, 1876, and the hardships
it necessarily inflicts upon the militia surgeons; and request. them to
be kind enough to use their influence in Parliament to obtain such
compensation for those gentlemen as the nature of the case deserves."

DEFECTS IN POORHOUSE ADMINISTRATION FROM A
MEDICAL POINT OF VIEW.

UNDER the above heading, Dr. Walter Hunter, late assistant medical
officer, Barony Poorhouse, Barnhill, Glasgow, reproduces in pamphlet
form an article originally written for the GlasgowAMedical 7ouirnal,
and which appeared in its issue of October i876 ; and, as we find in
it a lucid exposition of the evils in workhouse administration to which
we have now for many years striven to call public attention, with the
view to their removal, we feel justified in reviewing his pamphlet.
Sixteen months ago, we drew attention to a very able and exhaustive
brochur-e written by Dr. Strethill Wright, the senior medical officer of
this workhouse, and we predicted that the structural and sanitary de-
ficiencies which that gentleman proved to exist would bring down on

him the wrath of the Parochial Board, and probably lead to his dis-
missal. This prediction was verified four months afterwards; and his
junior colleague Dr. Hunter, who had shared his views, then resigned
his office.

Dr. Hunter first points out that the poorhouse is divided into hos-
pital wards, infirm wards, and turn-out wards, the latter being inhabited
by those who temporarily stay therein ; and here he draws attention to
the fact that these latter wards contain many persons who, by no

special fault of their own, have been compelled to take refuge in the
house. His experience on this head is fully borne out by every medi.
cal officer attached to a large workhouse, and should dispose of the
belief extensively entertained by the public, by many guardians, and
by certain doctrinaires, who assert that the recipients of in-door relief
are all worthless persons, and, therefore, that the true plan to stamp out
pauperism is to adopt a system of rigid and undeviating harshness.
He further points out that these deserving cases are no better treated, as

regards diet and warding, than the lifelong profligate and depraved.
His remarks on this head are as follows.
" It is monstrous to think that all should be considered alike and

treated in the same manner; that the widow and the orphan should be
placed in the same category as the thief and the 'ne'er-do-well', and
should be compelled to associate with those vicious creatures whose
lives have made them familiar with nothing so much as sin and immor-
ality."

Passing to the question of diet, Dr. Hunter quotes the tables in use

for infants under two years of age, for those from two to five years of
age, for those from five to eight, for children above eight, and ordinary
ward adult inmates, and shows that no arrangement is made for variety,
and that the continuous use of porridge and butter-milk acts very fre-
quently as a purgative in both adults and children ; that this same-

ness of diet leads to a loathing of the articles of food used, and to an

inability to consume and digest them; and that he has frequently noticed
that children admitted in good health, after a few days or weeks' resi-
dence, suffer from diarrhcea, great thirst, and a general falling off;
similarly, he has remarked that children dismissed from hospital plump
and well are soon readmitted after a week or two with their diarrhoea,
ophthalmia, etc., as bad as ever; nor is this much to be wondered at

when we find that the broth and porridge, especially the latter, are in-
sufficiently boiled and are made in too large quantities. He contends,
and there.is no novelty in his argument, that struma and other diseases
are greatly aggravated by insufficient diet, and that the object of the
authorities should be, not only to endeavour to maintain the health of
the children, but also to improve it, notably as pauper children too

frequently inherit faulty constitutions, and it is only by administering a
diet sufficient in quantity and nutritious in its nature and quality that
the young and innocent poor can be made the possessors of good
health and sound constitutions.

In England, as well as in Ireland, the central boards direct the
medical officer to decide what should be the diet of the inmates of
a workhouse; and on no point are they more particular than in the
feeding of infants, leaving this subject wholly to the medical officers'
discretion. Is it not lamentable to learn that the Scotch Board of
Supervision has no power of control over parochial bodies such as
this Barony Board is proved to be?

Passing from the question of diet to that of clothing, Mr. Hunter
shows that the children are much underclothed. Infants under three
months are allowed flannels, but, if above that age, they have to go
without, and the dress of young infants is a flannel binder, one flannel
(barric) coat, a flannel petticoat, and a cotton gown, only one change
of clothing being allowed to each child. The dress of the elder girls
is equally scanty; for, with the exception of the shift, each girl has
only one suit of clothes. It results from this, that, when any of the
garments require washing, it can only be done when the children are in
bed, which washing is carried out in the ward where the children
sleep. The shift is changed weekly, but the petticoats and stockings
are not changed for weeks together. The boys' clothing consists of
one cotton shirt, a moleskin jacket, vest and trousers, one cravat, a
pair of stockings, boots, and a woollen cap. He also states that no
additional clothing is allowed in winter. Passing to the wards for the
infants, he shows that at night they sleep with their mothers in the
nurseries, and at 7 A. M. are carried from these wards, where the ther-
mometer ranges from 56 to 58 deg. Fahr., to the day-rooms, cold,
damp, cheerless wards, where on cold mornings the mercury falls as
low as 38 deg. Fahr. "What is this", he very properly states, " but
a direct invitation to disease, and a consequent gratuitous increase of
the infantile sick-list and mortality ?"
The day-nurseries are two in number: No. I measures twenty-eight

by seventeen feet, and contains 5,783 cubic feet; No. 2, thirty-one by
seventeen feet, and contains 6,371 cubic feet. On February 3rd, i876,
Dr. Hunter found in No. I eighteen women and twenty-two children;
on the 28th of the same month, twenty children and sixteen women;
consequently each person had from 145 to i6o cubic feet of air, and
this, be it remembered, in wards where the infants were all either on
the breast or bottle, and where the atmosphere was further contaminated
by the frequent discharges so common in infancy.
We now pass on to note how the infantile mortality is influenced

by the operation of these agents. During 1875, forty-six children were
born in the poorhouse and thirty-four died, eleven of whom were born,
lived, and died in the house ; the proportion of total deaths of children
born in the Barony Poorhouse under one year to the total births in
i875 was 240 per I,ooo; whilst, in the city of Glasgow, the total
deaths under one year to the total births was only i6o per Iooo, thus
showing in Barnhill Poorhouse the rate of infant mortality is one-
half greater than that of Glasgow, where, as is well known, " many
such children are born in abject misery, poverty, and wretchedness,
and reared by parents to whom the death of the child is often a direct
gain". The alarmingly high death-rate at Barnhill sufficiently proves
that something is wrong.
We believe that our readers will agree with us when we state that

the wrong-doing is attributable to the ignorance of the members of the
Parochial Board.

Dr. Hunter also refers to the want of proper control of these chil-
dren in their being allowed to go in and out of the house at the caprice
of their parents, and, as pauper nursing is the rule in this house, to
their being left in the sole charge of such paupers; such children
having no opportunity afforded them of being trained in moral prin-
ciples or virtues. It will be thus seen that the children of this poor-
house are badly fed, imperfectly educated, and morally neglected ; the
authorities of this parish are (by their pseudo-economy), therefore,
rearing a succession of pauper recruits.

Passing to the physical condition of the adult paupers in the turn-out
wards, Dr. Hunter gives, as the result of his observation, that, with
the exception of the mothers of illegitimate children, there are very few
indeed to whom the poorhouse test is applicable. This is the expe-
rience of every intelligent observer who has tested the condition of
workhouse inmates, and is notably true in our large towns; but unfor-
tunately it is not the conclusion arrived at by many guardians and
Poor-law inspectors, and certain would-be reformers, the latter of whom
hardly ever open their mouths in public, except to show how truly
ignorant they are of the physical condition of the recipients of in-door
poor relief. In support of his argument, Dr. Hunter goes on to state
that frequently it has occurred to him that such and such an inmate
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ought not to have been in the house; but, on carefully examining him
afterwards, he has found to his surprise that such inmate has been suf-
fering from disease, which rendered work a physical impossibility; and
he truly observes that the diet allowed these unfortunates is quite in-
sufficient and incapable of improving their health.

Passing to the points which he suggests for an amendment of the
evils he describes, he writes: " That, whilst the extension of the
boarding out system would meet the views of some, he would prefer to
see the children remitted to schools conducted on the industrial system,
and that, in the case of children whose parents are morally and physic-
ally incapable of bringing them up properly, the parental tie should
be severed, and that such children should be wholly removed from
their misguidance." As regards the care of the deserving poor, he
urges the introduction of a rigid and judicious classification, which
should enable these to be wholly separated from enforced association-
ship with the depraved and worthless ; that these should be supplied
with a health-giving diet, and, if of exceptionally good behaviour,
should be distinguished by a separate dress and good conduct badge -

but these are topics which, though ably handled and admirably rea-
soned out, are hardly subjects for discussion in the columns of a medical
journal.

In bringing our review to a close, we congratulate Dr. Hunter on
the ability he has displayed in the production of his pamphlet, and
we~believe it will be of much service just now, when the Government,
in redemption of their pledge, are about to bring forward once more
the Scotch Poor Bill, as it will prove, even to those members who op-
posed Lord Gordon's Bill last session, that an absolute necessity exists
for strengthening the hands of the Board of Supervision, if the
wretched system of medical and general poor relief which prevails
generally in Scotland is to be amended.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.
COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL:

NOTICE OF MEETING.
ALTERATION OF DATE.

A MEETING of the Committee of Council will 1be held at the Office
of the Association, 36, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields,
London, on Wednesday, the 18th day of April next, at Two o'clock
in the afternoon.

FRANCIS FOWKE,
General Secretary.

36, Great Queen Street, London, W.C., March 28th, i877.

BATH AND BRISTOL BRANCH.
THE fifth ordinary meeting of this Branch will be held at the College
Green Hotel, Bristol, on Thursday, April 12th, at 7.30 P.M. : H. F.
A. GOODRIDGE, M.D., President, in the Chair.

EDMUND C. BOARD, Honorary Secretary.
Clifton, March 28th, 1877.

MIDLAND BRANCH.
THE sixth and last monthly meeting of this Branch will be held at
the house of the President, on Friday, April 20th.

Coffee at 7.30 P.M.
A paper on the Progress of Surgery during the last Thirty Years,

by Joseph White, F. R. C. S. Edin., President of the Branch.
L. W. MARSHALL, M.D., Hon. Local Secretary.

Nottingham, March 26th, 1877.

NORTH OF ENGLAND BRANCH.
THE spring meeting of this Branch will be held at South Shields, on
Wednesday, April 25th.

Dr. Eastwood will propose, " That it is the duty of the General Me-
dical Council to prosecute unqualified medical practitioners".

Dr. Eastwood will present a petition to be signed in favour or the
Habitual Drunkards Bill, i877.
The following papers have been promised.
i. Dr. E. C. Anderson: Objection to the. use of the term " Typho-

Malarial Fever". That it is not a hybrid of the enteric and malarial
forms of fever, but a manifestation of two separate concurrent diseases,
one of which may cease to exist in the system and the other pursue its
course.

2. Dr. E. C. Anderson: Notes upon a Case of Rheumatic Fever, in
which, after apparent complete recovery, the patient suffered from a

relapse. Former attack treated with large doses of bicarbonate of
potash, the latter with the salicylate of soda.

3. Dr. J. C. Reid: Milk, as a Therapeutic Agent.
Gentlemen who are desirous of reading papers, introducing patients,

exhibiting pathological specimens, or making other communications,
are requested to give notice to the Secretary.

G. H. PHILIPSON, M.D., Honorary Secretary
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, March 27th, I877.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE EXAMINATION FOR THE F.R.C.S.

SIR,-The new regulations for the Fellowship, which are still under
the consideration of the Council of the College of Surgeons (the part
relating to the examination for members of ten years' standing having
been withdrawn), are, as you may remember, the outcome of a resolution
which I proposed in the Council two or three years ago.
The object of that resolution was to throw open the professional ex-

aminations for the Fellowship (the existing examinations without any
modification or lessening of them) to the members of the College, so
that every member of the College might have the opportunity of ob-
taining the Fellowship provided he could show that he possessed the
requisite knowledge, without there being any question as to the cnrri-
culum he had followed, or the mode in which he had obtained his
knowledge.
My reasons for urging this were, and are, as follows.
i. I think that the Fellowship ought to exert a much wider range of

influence than it has hitherto done, or than under the old regulations
it could be expected to do ; an influence not confined, as it necessarily
has been, almost exclusively to students, and to those students who,
from the first, are aspirants to the Fellowship, who are early trained
for it, and whose circumstances enable them to undergo the extended
curriculum required, but an influence which should radiate more
largely over the members, and especially over the younger members
of the College. Without any disparagement of the members, it will
be admitted that a stimulus of this kind is needed to induce them to
continue the prosecution of their professional education in anything
like a definite and systematic manner. Many have the time to do it;
but they need the inducement. Few of us can, or do, persevere in
work without some external stimulus. The desire to obtain the Fel-
lowship would act as such; and, even if it operated upon only a com-
paratively small number of the members, the benefit that would result
from their being induced to maintain and advance their knowledge of
anatomy, physiology, pathology, and surgery, to take advantage of
the museums, schools, hospitals, or unions that may be within their
reach, and to study carefully the private cases that fell under their
care; to feel, in short, and act as students still, would prove of ines-
timable advantage to themselves, to surgical science, and to the com-
munity. This most beneficial influence which the Fellowship might
have is, in great measure, indeed almost entirely, prevented by regula.
tions which require two years in hospitals and schools, and one winter's
dissections, in addition to the certificates necessary for the Membership,
besides the more extended preliminary examination, and other things.

2. These regulations wpuld absolutely have prevented myself from
becoming a Fellow (Cambridge did not then offer the opportunities
which it now does); and they do prevent others who, as in my own
case, are compelled, immediately on obtaining the Membership, to
turn to the means of gaining a livelihood. Owing to peculiar circum-
stances I was, at a very early period, made a Fellow without examina-
tion; and, having enjoyed and profited by the privilege for many
years, I am desirous that the members should have the opportunity of
looking forward to the same honour and influence provided they can.
show, which of course I could not, that by continuance in well doing
they have deserved it. I am desirous, therefore, that the members-
the younger members more particularly-should have not only the
stimulus to the higher scientific and practical education requisite for
the Fellowship examinations, but also the opportunity of thereby win-
ning the direct and indirect advantages which the Fellowship brings,
and which contribute their share to promote the enjoyment and use-
fulness of professional life.

3. Hitherto the ranks of the Fellows have been recruited by the
statutable election, without examination, to the Fellowship of members
who obtained the diploma before 1843. This has served to create and
maintain the numerical weight of the elective body of the College, and
to connect with it the more eminent surgeons of the country who are
of sufficient standing. But this source of supply is fast diminishing


